
Welcome to Volume 4 of our K.I.S.S. newsletter, where we
celebrate another remarkable chapter in our journey of
growth and education. As we reflect on the past month, we
are filled with gratitude for the unwavering support and
dedication of our students, parents, mentors, and volunteers.
Together, we have continued to make a positive impact on
the lives of young girls, nurturing their growth and guiding
them toward a brighter future.

In this edition, you'll discover exciting updates and a glimpse
into the transformative experiences that our K.I.S.S. program
has provided. Thank you for being an integral part of our
community, and we can't wait to share the latest with you!

HAPPY NEW MONTH!!!
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ATTENTIONATTENTIONATTENTION

Please note: Incomplete
enrollment steps WILL lead
to attendance restrictions.
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Submit all
outstanding
documents

Sign up for
tutoring through
Washu

A penalty fee
applies for late
pick-up, so please
be punctual.

Strict NO PHONE/
ELECTRONICS
policy
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LAST WEEK AT K.I.S.S.
It was a truly remarkable night at K.I.S.S. as we
embarked on an impactful field trip to the NIKE Air
MI factory right here in Saint Louis. Our
collaboration with NIKE staff brought forth a dynamic
speed mentoring activity, allowing our girls to
connect with diverse employees who had invaluable
wisdom to share. Exploring the inner workings of the
factory during a mini-tour was an eye-opener for our
young minds. The evening culminated in a
heartwarming community-style dinner. This event
left a lasting impact, offering our girls an incredible
opportunity for post-secondary exploration and
empowering them with valuable insights.

Programming will be at
the Delmar Divine on
October 6th.
All parents must come
into the building to
sign out their daughter.
Kindly prioritize
punctuality as we aim
to start each session
promptly.
Check-in with staff for
outstanding documents
you might have. 

We look forward to
welcoming all girls back to
our programming on
Friday, October 6th at
6:30 pm. Here are some
quick reminders:

 The NIKE employees were equally amazed by the
potential and promise they witnessed in our young
participants. We hope that our girls recognize the
tremendous value of such experiences, as they have
the power to shape their futures. These moments of
connection, mentorship, and exploration are the
building blocks of their journeys towards success,
and we couldn't be prouder of their engagement and
eagerness to learn.


